EUROPEAN SCHOOLS STAND AGAINST BULLYING

Minutes of the meeting,
29.09.2021/08:30 pm/zoomID 704-315-5197

1) School Situations
2) Portuguese Mobility - November 2021
3) P13 - Going On A Campaign


The coordinators talked about the last situation in their schools and
countries. It was stated that the Covid-19 cases in Greece, Italy and
Portugal are falling down but they are rising in Romania and Turkey.
Besides there is a hesitation situation to travel for the Greek partner
because of their domestic affairs. So we hope better days for the future.

Conclusion:




In the middle of October, the partners will make the next online
meeting and talk about the situation again. The mobility to Portugal
will be considered again. There can be a possibility to postpone the
Portuguese mobility to January and to do other project activities till
January. It will become definite in the next meeting.

Portuguese Coordinator stated “The situation related to pandemic is fine
in their country. Most of students and teachers have been vaccinated.
Vaccination certificate and PCR tests are a must to visit places in
Portugal.Restrictions are applied well and people must wear their masks

indoor places.They are ready to organize the mobility.They will offer
some ideas/proposes for the accommodation.”


Romanian partner, the main coordinator explained the budget calculations
for the LTT activities of Romania in the Mobility Tool. They need 28
students and 5 teachers for each 5 days to make a virtual mobility. The
virtual mobility programme has no a guideline to arrange but it should
involve more students and teachers than a physical mobility.
Conclusion:





The main coordinator will send all documents needed for the
mobility to Portuguese partner.



In case the situation gets worse or not for the partners, Portuguese
partner will be ready for both physical or virtual LTT activities.

P13 - Going On A Campaign
- The partners shared their ideas which will be carried out in their own
schools/regions. Some ideas from partners:
- Romanian School: Online presentations to other schools
- Italian School: Adevertisement/short announcement spots against
bullying
- Greek School: Online conferences, presentations to a neighbouring
school, posters, leaflets, community messages
- Portuguese School: 9th graders will present short films they prepared the
previous year for 5th and 6th graders. After watching the films, older
students will moderate the discussion about bullying situations.
- Turkish School: A visit to a neighbouring school and presentations in
the classes. They will watch videos by acted out by students and try to
find the type of characters. After an activity which will be carried out by
the whole class, they will get a wristband printed a saying, “Zorba

olma,kanka ol-Don’t be a bully,be a buddy” and the logos of the project
and Erasmus+.Also the school will distribute these wristbands to their
own students who behave well to their schoolmates.
Conclusion:


This activity will be completed till the end of November.

